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Introduction
NOC has been introduced as a new interconnection paradigm able to solve the increasing traffic and bandwidth demands for future systems due to its scalability, reusability and performance [1] [2] [3] . It is composed of a set of network adapters, routers and links interconnected to each other. The network adapter, which IP core is attached to, decouples the core from the network and provides services at the transport layer in the ISO-OSI reference model. It handles the encapsulation and decapsulation of messages, and makes communication services transparently available with a minimal effort from the core. Two characteristics must be met to implement the network adapter. The first is using standard interface protocol to fulfill the design reusability requirement and reduce system design time. The second is adopting an effective protocol conversion mechanism for better exploring the NOCs resources and performance to provide high-level communication services to the core by utilizing primitive services provided by the network hardware. In this paper, a network adapter compatible with OCP interface protocol is designed as a bridge between an IP core and the NOC switching fabric. In order to gain better communication performance with acceptable cost, it encapsulates read/write transactions into a single packet to transmit and uses wormhole switching technique to reduce transmission delay. The proposed network adapter also supports virtual channel and provides both best-effort services(BE) and guaranteed services(GS), and can interface to a core with both master and slave functionalities. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The following section takes a brief look at related study by other research groups. Section 3 presents our network adapter's basic functionality. Section 4 describes the architecture and detail implement of our network adapter. The simulation and synthesis results are given in Section 5 and finally a conclusion is made. Radulescu et al. propose a network adapter offering guaranteed services, shared-memory abstraction, and flexible network configuration for the AEthereal [5] . Stergiou et al. develop a highly parameterizable, synthesizeable network adapter for a SystemC library of the Xpipes NOC [6] . The network adapter is split in two sub-modules, one for the request and the other for the response channel. Bhojwani and Mahapatra present a network adapter to interface OCP-compliant cores [7] . Besides the basic functionality of packaging communication requests and responses, the network adapter provides additional services critical to communication in complex SOC. The network adapters mentioned above all employ the NUMA (non-uniform memory access) communication model. In [8] , it is proposed a network adapter to address the NORMA (no remote memory access) communication model. It employs OCP protocol and provides much flexibility of the modes for exchanging messages between the IP cores. But the network adapter may cost more resources because it must explicitly analyze the packets received from the network additionally.
Network adapter functionality
The network adapter is designed to comply with version 2.2 of the OCP specifications and contains both a master and a slave OCP interfaces. It handles all type of network traffic for both input and output directions, and can present both master and slave OCP signals at its OCP interface to the attached core, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Figure.1 Connectivity between IP core, NA and NOC communication infrastructure
It is the responsibility of the network adapter to (i) extract the contents from the OCP interface, prepare the packets and dispatch them to the network and (ii) receive the packets from the network and translate them into the OCP interface signals. In addition, it is also able to handle end-to-end flow control, map a distributed shared address space to the NOC address space, and establish or withdraw a connection for GS service. Communication protocol translation. Communication protocol translation is focus on address conversion and services mapping between both sides of IP core and on-chip interconnection network. All the IP cores connected to NOC are mapped to a single address space whose capacity lies on the width of address signal in OCP interface. In this design, the width of address signal is 32 bits, so the global address space is 4G bytes. The most significant 8 bits of address signal are defined as node address, used to identify the IP core, while the remaining 24 bits are defined as local address for each IP core's internal addressing. From the perspective of an IP core, the global address space is divided into two parts. One part is assigned to the network adapter connected to the IP core with the most significant 8 bits of address signal equal to its own node address; another part is used to access other IP cores on the chip with the most significant 8 bits of address addressing IP cores and the remaining 24 bits specifying the memory location inside the addressed IP core. The network adapter provides IP cores with four types of services that are read, write, GS connection build and GS connection teardown. These services are performed in the OCP read and write transactions by encoding OCP interface signals as shown in Table 1 .
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Machinery Electronics and Control Engineering II End-to-end flow control. In order to ensure that all operations from the same IP core are executed in accordance with the order in which they are issued, the network adapter offers end-to-end flow control to IP core. If a network adapter has sent a request packet, it should be waiting the arrival of corresponding response packet before sending another request. Similarly, when the network adapter receives a request packet, it will transport relevant command to the IP core and wait for response. During this period, it will not receive and deal with new packets. Under this flow control mechanism, it's sure that in each direction only one transaction is being handled at the same time. Encapsulation and decapsulation. Encapsulation and decapsulation are independent of each other. When the network adapter detects a request or response transaction on OCP interface, it first encodes interface signals to generate a packet, and then transmits the packet across the network as a stream of flits. If a packet is received from the network, the network adapter analyzes and extracts relevant information from the packet, then generates OCP interface signals passed to the core. The data structure of packet is shown in Fig. 2 . Each packet is composed of header flit and payload flit, and each flit has a 32-bit data field and a 2-bit flag field. One bit of the flag field named sop indicates the start of the packet and another bit named eop indicates the end of the packet. As shown in Fig. 2 , different types of operations are encapsulated into different frames with different data structure. The meaning of each data fields of packet is given in Table 2 . GS connection build and teardown. The network adapter supports guaranteed services which are implemented by sending GS packets in connection oriented mechanisms. So it needs to establish a dedicated connection prior to GS packets transport and withdraw the path after all GS packets have been transmitted.
There is a connection-mapping table stored in the network adapter. At the time of connection building, a virtual channel is allocated and related information is filled into the connection-mapping table; while during the time of connection teardown, a virtual channel is released and related information is deleted from the connection-mapping table. 
Architecture and implementation
An architectural sketch of the proposed network adapter is shown in Fig. 3 and highlights the major components. Table 3 . The signals have the same definitions in both OPC interfaces but in opposite direction. The Datahandshake and transfer pipelining are not supported at this moment, but may be considered for future development. Three types of burst operations, which are INCR, STRM and WRAP, are provided. Each burst transmission with up to 64 OCP words is encapsulated in a single packet to transport. The slave interface control module, which acts as an OCP slave, has responsibility to receive command requests from IP core and return response information. It first encodes address, command and data information obtained from IP core and sends them to the packetizer module; then gets data and response information abstracted from received response packet by the depacketizer module and represents them as response. The master interface control module works as an OCP master. It receives command, address and data information resolved from request packet through the depacketizer module and issues OCP request operations to IP core. After the request operations are executed by IP core, the master interface control module encodes data and response information received from IP core and passes them to the packetizer module. 
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The packetizer module prepares flits sent out over the NOC. It packetizes encoded data and sets the fields of flits. Address, command and data information coming from the slave interface control module are encapsulated into request packet, while data and response information from the master interface control module are encapsulated into response packet. The depacketizer module accepts flits from the NOC and extracts relevant information from each field of flits. According the type of received packet is whether request or not, these information are forwarded to the master interface control module or the slave interface control module. The VC manager module has two basic functions. First it monitors the use of virtual channels in both input and output links and stores the state information into VC allocation table. By looking up the VC allocation table, the VC manager module allocates virtual channel for a packet which is going be sent. Second it establishes and withdraws GS connections for GS packets, then records related information into the connection mapping table.
The link control module provides an interface for the network adapter to the NOC. It adopts handshake mechanism to control the link access and avoids overflow occurs during packets transmission.
Experimental results
Performance evaluation. An RTL NOC simulator is implemented to assess the efficiency of the proposed method. The simulator models all major components of the NOC such as network adapters, routers, and links. The router has a typical state-of-the-art structure including input buffers, a virtual channel allocator, a routing unit, a switch allocator and a crossbar. It adopts XY routing and wormhole switching. By specified configuration parameters such as number of virtual channels, link width and buffer depth for the simulator, it's able to emulate different systems. A test case with 25-node (5×5) 2D mesh on-chip network is implemented. Each node is considered to have a processor and a memory (master and slave cores with network adapter), and sends data to other nodes with uniform probability periodically. We keep the amount of data sent by each node constant and increase burst size in every simulation. As the performance metric, we use latency defined as the number of cycles between the initiation of a request operation issued by the master and the time when the response is completely accepted and responded by the slave. The request throughput is defined as the number of the successful read/write request injections into the network per unit time. The execution time is defined as the time to complete all operations. The result is shown in Table 4 . Obviously, increasing burst size of OCP operation is able to improve the communication efficiency of on-chip interconnection network. Synthesis report. The network adapter is implemented on an Altera StratixII FPGA. The balanced optimization technique is used in synthesis to balance high performance with minimal logic usage. Logic utilization and max operating clock frequency of the network adapter are under the influence of the number of virtual channels provided. As the virtual channels increase, logic utilization rises and operating clock frequency reduces. The reason for this trend is that the amount of virtual channels determines the size of VC allocation table and connection mapping table and affects how complicated the combinational logic is in VC manage module. As a typical example, the network adapter with 4 virtual channels costs 1741 logic elements and is able to run in 340 Mhz.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an on-chip network adapter compatible with OCP interface protocol which supports burst transmission and virtual channel technology for the purpose of high request throughput. The proposed network adapter has been implemented on an Altera StratixII FPGA programmed with the Verilog language. An RTL NOC simulator was used to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method and the simulation result showed that the network adapter gets satisfactory performance.
